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Live updatesLive updates, Netanyahu’s Rafah threat raises questions about Gaza truce talks: Hamas
Netanyahu says date set for invasion of Rafah where 1.4 million Palestinians are sheltering from Israeli bombardment.
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How will Iran respond to Israel’s attack on its Damascus consulate?

Analysts say Iran faces pressure to respond to Israel assassinating a senior commander, but what are Tehran’s options?
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EXPLAINER

When is Eid al-Fitr 2024 and how is it celebrated?

The three-day festival celebrates the completion of the fasting month of Ramadan by Muslims across the world.
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Vatican denounces gender-affirming surgery, gender theory and surrogacy

In a new document, the Vatican says these practices are ‘grave violations of human dignity’.
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[image: Pope Francis is leading the weekly general audience in Saint Peter's Square, Vatican City]



EXCLUSIVE

Indigenous people in Philippines’s north ‘ready to fight’ as tensions rise

The remote island of Itbayat is in the eye of any conflict with China and its residents are preparing themselves.
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[image: A view of the port in Itbayat. There are jagged cliffs and rocks. A small boat is tied to the shore with ropes, People are waiting to board. The sea looks choppy. The island spreads out behind.]




Israel’s war on Gaza updates: Netanyahu says date set for Rafah offensive

US says it has not been briefed on a date and still opposes a major Israeli assault on the southern Gaza city.
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[image: A displaced Palestinian family makes traditional cakes as they prepare for the Eid al-Fitr holiday]




‘On borrowed time’: World marks new global heat record in March

European climate agency says ocean surface temperature also reached new record raising risk of extreme weather.
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Russia-Ukraine war: List of key events, day 775

As the war enters its 775th day, these are the main developments.
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[image: A woman walking in front of bas-relief sculptures depicting war scenes in the National Museum of the History of Ukraine in the Second World War in Kyiv. She looks tiny in comparison with the sculptures.]



OPINIONOPINION, 

A victory for anti-Zionists in the UK

A landmark employment tribunal has given anti-Zionists in the United Kingdom renewed courage to speak up.





Opinion by David MillerDavid Miller
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[image: A Palestinian flag flaps in the air by a message reading "Stop bombs" projected on The Elizabeth Tower, commonly known by the name of the clock's bell "Big Ben", at the Palace of Westminster, home to the Houses of Parliament, during a Pro-Palestinian demonstration in Parliament Square in London on February 21, 2024, on the sidelines of the Opposition Day motion in the the House of Commons calling for an immediate ceasefire in Gaza. (Photo by HENRY NICHOLLS / AFP)]





UN Security Council refers Palestine’s full membership bid to committee

Palestinian UN envoy Riyad Mansour urges Security Council to implement ‘global consensus on the two-state solution’.
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[image: Palestinian Ambassador to the United Nations Riyad Mansour speaks with the media following a meeting of the Security Council to vote on a Gaza resolution that demands an immediate ceasefire for the month of Ramadan leading to a permanent sustainable ceasefire, and the immediate and unconditional release of all hostages, at U.N. headquarters in New York City, U.S., March 25, 2024. REUTERS/Andrew Kelly]
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